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NEW QUESTION: 1
Records can enter a step in an approval process based on
A. Only B is valid
B. If 'All records enter this step' checkbox is checked, then
all records which have entered this approval process, would
enter this step of the approval process
C. Based on criteria
D. Only A is valid
E. Both A and B are valid.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician has installed two new drives in a computer in the
computer lab. Disk1 will be utilized for user and application
dat a. &gt; Disk2 has already been properly configured and has
production data on it The technician has been unable to format
the appropriate disk from the command prompt.
The lab requirements state that Disk1 should be a dynamic disk
that contains two partitions. The first partition needs to be
256.000 MB and mapped to drive F.
The , second partition needs to be 512.000 MB , and mapped to
drive G.
The new partitions must be formatted to prevent each user's
files from being accessed by other users, and the disk must be
configured to account for future redundancy.
A consistent file system must be maintained on the machine.
INSTRUCTIONS
Conduct the necessary steps within the Disk Manager to
accomplish these tasks If at any time you would like to bring
back the initial state of the simulation, please click the
Reset Alt button
Answer:
Explanation:
Click on Disk 0 Basic 250 GB online and select Convert to
Dynamic Disk

Click on Disk 1 Unknown 750 GB Not in use and click on
initialize Disk

After this Click on Disk 2 Basic 750 GB Online and setup New
Simple Volume

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following applications allows you to download and
edit campaigns offline?
A. AdWords Editor
B. Keyword Tool
C. Google Analytics
D. Keyword Tool Supercharger
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You are developing a C# console application that outputs
information to the screen. The following code segments
implement the two classes responsible for making calls to the
Console object: When the application is run, the console output
must be the following text:
Log started Base: Log continuing Finished
You need to ensure that the application outputs the correct
text.
Which four lines of code should you use in sequence? (To
answer, move the appropriate classes from the list of classes
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.)
Answer:
Explanation:
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